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SPECMEBEL LLC MOSCOW

Dear Sirs,
Since 2005 “Specmebel” (a limited liability company) has been focusing its efforts on design
and innovative solutions in the sphere of commercial changing-room systems of international level.
In the last 10 years we have significantly succeeded in this field: basing on the European
experience and regarding the Russian rules and regulations the “Norma” series has been
designed and introduced as a personal brand of the “Specmebel” Company. The series is unique
furniture, provides long-term durability in various industrial areas and in sports as well. Our
complex approach enables to solve all the problems on arrangement changing-rooms of any level
and needs for guests and stuff. We offer You very comfortable lockers for cloths, our unique dustand water removal system, forced ventilation system, optimal methods of storage and distribution
work clothing, no-key access to the lockers (“Free-Hands” systems), access-control systems,
made-to-measure for specific application, multi-purpose cupboards. Our products create in the
changing rooms an atmosphere of care and comfort, reduce mainteinance costs, is an important
part of corporate culture of each Company.
Our main advantages:
Strict fulfillment of the customer’s requirements;
Thought-out design that gives our products high consumer quality, longevity and vandalresistance;
Great choice of colors and decors allows the lockers to match the corporate image of our
Customers;
Flexible commercial terms;
Hundreds of Russian and foreign Companies have already appreciated the quality of our
products and service, among them the organizers and participants of the G-20 Summit in SaintPetersburg, the E-Government, industrial, educational, medical, sport enterprises, companies of
entertainment and hospitality industry.
For purchases in Russia and Eurasian Economic Union our Commercial Department
+7(495)589-05-63,995-29-82, email: post@specmebel.ru. For other countries - “Kinnarps”
(Sweeden) office in Saint-Petersburg: Nevsky prospect, 114-11 А, Business-center “Nevsky”,
+7(812)449-07-67, email: Vladimir.Ponteleev@kinnarps.ru)
Welcome to the World of comfort and care!
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Special-purpose commercial furniture
Visit our new showing-room in Moscow: Dmitrovskoye highway, 5 km from the Moscow Ring Road (MKAD), Gribki village, 30/1

